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Advantages with IKM’s pre-commissioning container

Engineering/planning:
Required deck area for IKM spread will be reduced.• 
Includes several individual equipment items that earlier required a large part of the           • 
remaining available deck space.
Includes functions that will reduce/remove the requirement for a separate instrument cabin.• 
The total equipment spread minimises interfaces• 

Mobilisation and preparation
Reduce packing and handling (incl. registration) of each individual item in the workshop to/• 
from projects.
Reduce amount of containers, thus reduced transport cost to/from project.• 
Easier handling/ lifting/ sea fastening of spread onboard vessels.• 
Reduce vessel mobilisation/demobilisation.• 
All equipment and instruments items are rigged-up prior to mobilisation.• 

Performance:
All contingency/spare items are rigged up.• 
Safer and tidier work environment.• 
Possible reduced manning level since all functions are integrated and controlled from one • 
control panel.
Chemical handling and injection is performed in a closed system.• 
Improves work preparations/conditions for winter activities• 



Other new investements
Subsea equipment

UMBILICAL CONTAINER
Designed with two separate systems and 
outlets. Low pressure and high pressure for 
both hydraulic and chemical lines. Same 
principle as the pigging container. Includes 
workbench and panels for optical and elec-
trical testing.

HOSE REEL w/DOWNLINE (HHD-09)
Hydraulic driven hose reel with 500m 4” 
downline (80bars). Integrated HPU’s and 
remote control panel for operation. Spool 
capacity approximately 0 - 40m/min

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
The Pressure Control Valve (PCV) is a single-stage valve 
that rapidly reacts to changes in hose/system pressures and 
therefore prevents hose collapse.  Through a flow/pressure 
channel towards local subsea 
ambient pressure and a built-
in spring arrangement, the valve 
will ensure that there always is 
over-pressure in the hose at time of opening 
towards the pipeline system – even if there is full 
differential pressure present (air filled pipeline).

Please visit our Stand on ONS, B272, and contact the IKM Testing representative 
in order to get more details of the units and/or arrange for a yard vist for closer 
review.

More details of IKM Equipment can be found online at www.IKM.no
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